
Unit-II. Introduction to Semantic Analysis and Syntax 
Directed Translation

Introduction to Semantic Analysis and syntax directed translation, Need of semantic analysis, 

type checking and type conversion Syntax directed definitions, construction of syntax trees, 

bottom-up evaluation of S-attributed Definitions, L-attributed definitions, Top-down translation.  

(06 hrs)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Syntax Directed Translation:

 At the end of syntax analysis phase, we know that sentence is grammatically correct.

 In the process many of the other useful things need to done towards code generation.

 This is done by defining a set of semantic actions for various grammar rules.

 The process is known as syntax directed translation.

 A set of attributes associated with each of the grammar symbol some are synthesized and 

some are inherited.

 The actions corresponding to these productions rule manipulate these attributes 

effectively to do the desired translation.

 The parse tree with attributes is called an annotated parse tree and act of adding the 

attributes is called annotating the parse tree.

 A compiler must check input source program for both syntactic and semantic conventions

of the source language.

 This checking is called static checking, it ensures that certain kinds of programming 

errors will be detected and reported.

 Examples of static checks includes:
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1. Type checking 

 Data type checking of an operands and expressions is taken place.

 A compiler should report an error if an operator is applied to an incompatible 

operand.

 Example: An array variable and a function variable added together.

2. Flow of control checks:

 Statements that cause flow of control to leave a construct must have some 

place to which to transfer the flow of control.

 Example: A break statement in C causes control to leave smallest enclosing 

while, for or switch statement. An error occurs when an enclosing statement 

doesn’t exist.

3. Uniqueness check : 

 Variables or objects must be declared only once.

 Example: In C Language, an identifier must be declared only once, labels in a 

case statement must be distinct and elements in scalar type may not be 

repeated.

4. Name related checks:

 Sometimes same name must appear two or more times.

 Example: In Ada, a loop or block may have a name that appears at the 

beginning and end of the construct.

 The compiler must check that the same name is used at both places.
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Type Checker:

1. The type checker verifies that the type of a construct matches with the expected type by 

its context.

2. Example:

% (Mod): In c language the modulus operator works on two integer operands. So type 

checker must check data type of Mod operator whether it is integer or not.

Pointer: Type checker must verify that the dereferencing is applied only on pointer types.

Array: Indexing is only done on an array.

Functions: Function is applied on correct number and type of arguments and so forth.

3. Type information is gathered by a type checker may be needed when code is generated.
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